Solitons in multi-component Bose-Einstein condensates have been paid much attention, due to the stability and wide applications of them. The exact soliton solutions are usually obtained for integrable models. In this paper, we present four families of exact spin soliton solutions for nonintegrable cases in spin-1 Bose-Einstein Condensates. The whole particle density is uniform for the spin solitons, which is in sharp contrast to the previously reported solitons of integrable models. The spectrum stability analysis and numerical simulation indicate the spin solitons can exist stably. The spin density redistribution happens during the collision process, which depends on the relative phase and relative velocity between spin solitons. The non-integrable properties of the systems can bring spin solitons experience weak amplitude and location oscillations after collision. These stable spin soliton excitations could be used to study the negative inertial mass of solitons, the dynamics of soliton-impurity systems, and the spin dynamics in Bose-Einstein condensates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-component Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) provides a good platform to study dynamics of vector solitons [1, 2] . Many different vector solitons have been obtained in the two-component coupled BEC systems, such as bright-bright soliton [3] , bright-dark soliton [4] , dark-bright soliton [5, 6] , and dark-dark soliton [7] . Those vector solitons mainly refer to particle density solitons, since the superposition of their density also admits localized wave profiles. Recently, it was shown that it is possible to find dark-anti-dark soliton in BEC with unequal intra-and inter-species interaction strength [8] [9] [10] [11] . If the superposition of the dark soliton and antidark soliton in the two components is uniform density, the dark-anti-dark soliton would become the so-called "magnetic soliton" [8, 9] . Magnetic soliton is a special spin soliton for which the superposition density of components is uniform, and the spin soliton possesses a spin-balanced background. These recent developments on matter wave solitons suggest that there could be more exotic soliton profiles, which are quite different from the well-known solitons in BECs with equal intra-species and inter-species interaction strengthes (corresponding to the integrable Manakov model [12] ).
Multi-component BEC can be seen as pseudo-spin systems with different spin values. For example, twocomponent BEC can be seen as a spin-1/2 system [13] [14] [15] . Recently, spin solitons were derived in a spin-1/2 BEC system with different intra-species and inter-species interaction strength [16] . Spin soliton is distinctive from the general bright-dark soliton or dark-bright soliton of Manakov model [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , since the total mass density for spin soliton is uniform. The spin solitons admit spin- * Electronic address: zhaolichen3@nwu.edu.cn imbalanced background, distinguished from the "magnetic soliton" [8, 9] . It was demonstrated that spin soliton admit many striking properties, such as negative mass, and periodic transition between positive mass and negative mass [16] . For spin-1 systems, most previously reported solitons are obtained in the integrable cases (mainly including Manakov model [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and the coupled model with spin-dependent interactions [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] ), but spin soliton is still absent. Based on the spin soliton or magnetic solitons in spin-1/2 systems [8, 9, 16] , we expect that the spin soliton in spin-1 systems could be obtained with breaking the integrable conditions.
In this paper, we present four families of exact spin soliton solutions in spin-1 BEC, with proper constrained conditions on intra-and inter-species interaction strength. The constrain conditions are different from Manakov model [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and the other integrable model with spindependent interactions and spin-exchange effects [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The excitation conditions for the four families spin solitons are clarified. We further perform the spectrum stability analysis on them. The results indicate that these spin solitons are stable against noises. Numerical simulations also support their evolution stability against small deviations from the constrained conditions on nonlinear interactions between atoms. The collision between spin solitons can be both elastic and inelastic, which depends on the relative phase and relative velocity between them. The spin density redistribution happens during the collision process. Spin soliton can experience weak amplitude and location oscillations after the collision. These characters are induced by the non-integrable properties of the systems. The exact spin solitons further enrich the soliton families in BECs, and provide a good benchmark for variational method and numerical simulation studies on multi-component condensate systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present four families of spin solitons in the spin-1 BEC systems with proper constrains on nonlinear interaction strength. The existence conditions and spin density characters are described in details. Then, we perform stability analysis on these spin solitons in Sec. III. It is shown that spin solitons admit spectrum stability, and they are also stable against small nonlinear interaction strength deviations from the constraint conditions. In Sec. IV, we investigate the collision between spin solitons. It indicates that spin density redistribution happens during the collision process. The non-integrable characters can makes spin solitons experience weak amplitude and location oscillations after the collision. Finally, we make a conclusion in Sec. V.
II. THREE-COMPONENT BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATE SYSTEM AND SPIN SOLITON SOLUTIONS
Under the mean-field approximation, the dynamics of three-component BEC systems in a quasi-onedimensional limit can be described by the following coupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations [37, 38] 
where z and t denote the spatial coordinate and time evolution respectively. Ψ ±,0 refers to the three pseudospin components of a spin-1 system. The atomic mass m and Planck's constant are re-scaled to be 1. The coefficients g ii and g ij (i, j = +, 0, −) correspond to the intra-and inter-species interactions between atoms respectively. If g ii and g ij are all equal, the dynamical equations will become Manakov model [12] , which can be solved exactly by Darboux transformation [39, 40] , Hirota bilinear method [41] , etc.. Bright-bright and brightdark soliton usually exist in the coupled BEC with attractive interactions [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , while dark-bright and darkdark soliton usually exist in the coupled BEC with repulsive interactions [22] [23] [24] . The three-component BEC can be seen as a spin-1 system, which is usually described by the coupled model with spin-dependent interactions and spin-exchange effects [29] . With some certain constraint conditions, the coupled model can become an integrable system, for which many exact soliton solutions were obtained [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The soliton dynamics is usually distinctive from the ones in Manakov model [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . It is noted that Feshbach resonance technique can be used to manipulate the scattering lengths among three hyperfine states atoms [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Recently, it was shown that even spatial control of the interactions between atoms can be realized [47] . These developments motivate us to consider the cases with spin-dependent interactions. The spin-exchange terms are closed, in contrast to the model in Ref. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , since the spin-exchange effects can induce particle transition between different spin components.
We note that it is possible to construct exact spin soliton solution with g ++ = g +0 = g 0+ = g 00 = g 1 , g +− = g −+ = g 0− = g −0 = g 2 and g −− = g 3 . For spin solitons, their total mass densities are constants [16] . For simplicity and without losing generality, we choose |Ψ + | 2 + |Ψ 0 | 2 + |Ψ − | 2 = 1. To gain insight into the existence condition of spin solitons, we focus on the nonlinear coefficient difference g = g 1 − g 2 = g 2 − g 3 . The spin solitons just exist with g = 0. If g = 0, the model will become the well-known Manakov model [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , and the spin solitons can not exist anymore. are essentially different, because they admit different moving speed limitations, and be obtained with distinctive nonlinear interactions between atoms. We emphasize that these solitons are fundamentally different from the ones reported in integrable models [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , although they have similar expressions. The fundamental differences between spin solitons and solitons in the integrable systems can be demonstrated clearly by the solitons' collision behaviors (see Sec. IV). We derive single spin soliton solutions exactly and analytically, but fail to derive the multi-spin soliton solution, due to the non-integrable properties of the systems. Moreover, It is known that the positive values of g ij represent the attractive interactions between atoms, and the non-zero density background admits modulational instabilities. Therefore, we mainly discuss the case with negative values of g ij (corresponding to the repulsive interactions between atoms) to demonstrate our results.
On the one hand, we present the spin soliton solutions for the model with g = g 1 − g 2 = g 2 − g 3 > 0, which are B-B-DSS and B-D-DSS. The B-B-DSS solution can be written as
where v is the velocity of spin soliton, c 1 and c 2 are used to control amplitudes of bright solitons, with c 2 1 + c 2 2 = 1 holding. It is seen that the velocity v must be smaller than √ g, and g is difference between the intra-species and inter-species interaction strength. This character is different from the vector solitons for Manakov model, for which the maximum speed is determined by the nonlinear interaction strength [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Moreover, the amplitude and width of bright soliton depends on the moving velocity, which is quite different from the bright solitons reported before. This comes from that the total particle density keeps uniform for spin solitons. As an example, the mass density and spin density profiles for a B-B-DSS with v = 0 are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). The spin density background for the spin soliton is always −1, and the spin density maximum value can be varied in (−1, 1] regime by changing c 1 and v. The uniform total mass density is always absent for vector solitons obtained in integrable models [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , even for the non-degenerate solitons in spinor BEC reported recently [25] [26] [27] [28] . We emphasize that the vector solitons previously obtained in integrable models still can admit soliton in spin density distribution, but the whole particle density can not be uniform. Therefore spin solitons provide possibilities to investigate separate spin current and mass current.
The B-D-DSS solution is given as follows
In this case, s 1 and s 2 are introduced to vary the background amplitudes of the two dark solitons, with s 2 1 +s 2 2 = 1 holding. Parameter v still denotes soliton velocity, the maximum speed is determined by the amplitude s 2 of the third component and the nonlinear strength difference g, namely v < gs 2 2 . This means that the maximum speed of B-D-DSS is much less than the B-B-DSS's, since s 2 is always smaller than 1. As an example, we show the mass density and spin density in Fig. 1 (c) and (d) . The spin density background for the spin soliton is in the [−1, 0) regime, and the spin density maximum value can be varied in (0, 1] regime by changing s 2 and v. Especially, when the spin density background value is zero, the spin soliton will admit a spin-balanced background, which is similar to the "magnetic soliton" [8, 9] .
On the other hand, we present the spin soliton solutions for the model with g < 0, which are D-D-BSS and D-B-BSS. Exact solution for D-D-BSS can be given as The physical meaning of the parameters are consistent with the ones for B-D-DSS solution, and the constraint s 2 1 + s 2 2 = 1 still holds. It should be noted that D-D-BSS is different from B-D-DSS, though they have similar expressions. The maximum speed for D-D-BSS depends on the interaction strength difference g, namely, v < √ −g. This is different from the case v < gs 2 2 for B-D-DSS. Therefore, the maximum moving speed of D-D-BSS can be much larger than the B-D-DSS's. One can not obtain one of them through trivial gauge transformation from the other. Moreover, the spin density background for the D-D-BSS is in the [0, 1] regime, and the spin density minimum value can be varied in the [−1, 1) regime by changing s 1 and v. As an example, we show one D-D-BSS with zero velocity in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). We can see that the spin density of D-D-BSS admits a "dip", which also differs from the B-D-DSS case.
Last but not least, the exact expression of D-B-BSS
can be derived with g < 0 as follows
The parameter w denotes the width of spin soliton, v is the soliton's velocity. For D-B-BSS, the limitation on moving speed is given by Recently, many variation methods were developed to derive the analytical soliton in BEC with different nonlinear interaction strength [48] [49] [50] . Numerical simulations were also used to investigate dynamics of soliton in nonintegrable cases [51] [52] [53] . The exact analytical solutions presented above may provide a good benchmark to test the approximation results.
III. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF SPIN SOLITONS

FIG. 3:
The Bogoliubov-de Gennes excitation spectrum of a bright-bright-dark spin soliton. The zero imaginary parts of λ indicates that the spin soliton admits spectral stability. The other three types of spin solitons also admit spectral stability (we do not show them anymore). The parameters are identical with Fig. 1 (a) and (b) .
Several exact spin soliton solutions have been derived in the previous section. Then it is necessary to test the stability of them. We calculate the Bogoliubovde Gennes excitation spectrum of a spin soliton solution Ψ sol = (Ψ + , Ψ 0 , Ψ − ) T of Eq. (1). We introduce perturbations on the spin soliton solution, namely, Ψ = Ψ sol + ǫ(P e −iλt + Q * e iλ * t )e iµt , where ǫ is small enough to denote weak perturbations, λ is an eigenvalue, and (P , Q * ) define the eigenvector. Substituting Ψ into Eq. (1) and ignoring the high-order terms of the perturbation ǫ, we can solve an eigenvalue problem for eigenvectors (P , Q * ) and eigenvalue λ = λ R + iλ I . The stability of spin soliton corresponds to λ I = 0. The calculation results show that the above four spin solitons are all stable.
As an example, we show eigenvalue spectrum of a B-B-DSS in Fig. 3 , where the parameters are identical with the ones in Fig. 1 . It is seen that spin solitons indeed admits spectrum stability. Fig. 1 (a) and (b).
The above stability analysis is performed with g = g 1 − g 2 = g 2 − g 3 condition. However, the constraint conditions on intra-species and inter-species interaction strength usually can not be satisfied perfectly by Feshbach resonance technique [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Therefore, we would like to further test the evolutionary stability of spin solitons with the nonlinear strength admitting small deviations from the constraint conditions. The numerical simulations indicate that the spin solitons are also stable against the small nonlinear interaction strength deviations. As an example, we show the numerical simulation results from a initial B-B-DSS in Fig. 4 . The nonlinear interactions g 1 = −1, g 2 = −2, g 3 = −3 for exact spin solitons are changed to be g 1 = −1.3, g 2 = −2.1, g 3 = −3.2, and the initial soliton states are given by the exact spin soliton solution. It is seen that the solitons' profiles in three components all kept well over long time evolution (up to 1000 dimensionless units). These results indicate that it is possible to excite these spin solitons in experiments, with the development of experimental techniques [2].
FIG. 5:
The spin density redistribution induced by spin solitons' collision (their moving velocities are much lower than the speed limit). (a1-a3): The collision between two spin solions with the velocity v1 = −v2 = 0.1 and relative phase ∆φ = π 2 ; (b1-b3): the collision between two spin solions with v1 = −v2 = 0.1 and ∆φ = 0; (c1-c3): the collision between two spin solions with v1 = −v2 = 0.4 and ∆φ = 0. One can see that the spin density redistribution depends on the relative phase and relative velocity between spin solitons. Moreover, spin solitons can experience weak amplitude and location oscillations after collision. This character is induced by the nonintegrable properties of the system. The other parameters are c1 = 1/3, c2 = 2/3, dz1 = −3, dz2 = 5 and g = 1.
IV. COLLISIONS BETWEEN SPIN SOLITONS
Then, we investigate the collision between two spin solitons. We fail to derive exact two-spin soliton solution, since the model is essentially a non-integrable model. We perform numerical simulations to investigate the collision behavior, based on the integrating-factor method and the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [54] . Since spin soliton is localized in space, the two-spin solitons solution can be seen as approximately a linear superposition of two single spin solitons, if they are far apart from each other. Therefore, we can simulate the collision process from the initial conditions given by exact spin soliton solutions. As an example, we demonstrate the collision between two B-B-DSSs. The initial conditions are chosen as Ψ + = c 2
We can The two solitons' profiles kept well after their collision and the interference patterns emerge during the interacting process. The relative phase does not affect the elastic collision properties, but vary the interference pattern. The other parameters are c1 = 1/3, c2 = 2/3, z10 = −10, z20 = 10 and g = 1.
investigate the collisions between spin soltions with different relative velocities through varying v 1 and v 2 . The parameter ∆φ describe the relative phase between bright solitons, the parameters z 10 and z 20 are induced to control the initial positions of two spin solitons. When the soliton velocity is much smaller than the maximum moving speed, the spin density distribution profile varies after the collision. Namely, the solitons in each component admit varied density profiles. For example, we show one case with v 1 = −v 2 = 0.1 and ∆φ = π 2 in Fig. 5 (a1-a3) . Especially, the solitons can admit weak amplitude and location oscillations after the collision. As far as we know, this behavior is absent for integrable systems [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , due to that integrable systems possesses infinite conservation laws. This character partly means that the model discussed above is indeed a nonintegrable model. Interestingly, an elastic collision process can emerge with some special relative phases. We show one case with v 1 = −v 2 = 0.1 and ∆φ = 0 in Fig. 5 (b1-b3) . It is seen that the two spin solitons firstly approach each other, then bounce back. Moreover, the relative velocity also affects the spin density redistribution behavior. Keeping identical relative phase ∆φ = 0 with Fig. 5 (b1-b3) , we choose v 1 = −v 2 = 0.4 to show the spin density variations in Fig. 5 (c1-c3) . One can see that two initial spin solitons with distinctive profiles changes to be two spin solitons with almost identical pro-files after the collision. The weak amplitude and location oscillations also appear.
When the soliton velocities are close to the maximum speed, the collision between spin solitons becomes classically elastic. The behavior is similar with the ones in integrable systems [17, 18, 55] . We show one case with v 1 = −v 2 = 0.9 and ∆φ = 0 (the maximum speed is √ g = 1) in Fig. 6 (a1-a3) . The two solitons' profiles do not vary after their collision and the interference patterns emerge during the interacting process. The relative phase does not affect the elastic collision properties, but vary the interference pattern (see Fig. 6 (b1-b3) ). This is similar with the interference between dark-bright solitons [56] .
The numerical simulations indicate that the collision between spin solitons can be both elastic and inelastic, which depends on the relative phase and relative velocity between them. The spin density redistribution happens during the collision process. The non-integrable properties of the systems can make spin soliton experience weak amplitude and location oscillations after the collision.
V. CONCLUSION
We present four families of exact analytical spin soliton solutions for non-integrable models, which further enrich the nonlinear excitations greatly in the BEC systems described by non-integrable models. Numerical simulation results indicate that it is possible to excite these spin solitons in experiments, with the development of experimental techniques [2]. Spin density redistribution happens during the collision between spin solitons, which depends on the relative phase and velocity. They have great potential applications to study the negative inertial mass of solitons [8, 16, 57] , the dynamics of soliton-impurity systems [57] [58] [59] [60] , and the spin dynamics in BEC systems [61] [62] [63] .
